Did you recognize the sentences on the front of this
brochure as the first lines of great college essays?
Unfortunately, most college hopefuls and their parents
don’t.
With our Write Like a Pro™ process, we help students
craft winning college essays, discover and own their
strengths, and become better writers.
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Visit essaymentors.com to read sample
essays, get guidance on writing a winning
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I hit a boy with a bat in the second grade after
he said “short girls can’t play baseball.” “Dare
you doubt me? I will send you to Valhalla for
your insolence!” Beowulf thundered. When I
was younger, I ﬂew. With a cup and a spoon you
can do it all. I could hear the melodious tune
in the background as I saw them trudging in
single-ﬁle. “No you’re wrong, Aristotle did not
think that,” Mark yelled. Being pigeon-toed is
the bane of my existence. Michelangelo’s
Sistine chapel saved my life. The old ladies
pursed their neon-colored lips. I would see kids
panic at the sight of their own blood, but never
understood why it never bothered me. “Jack, I
don’t know how to ﬂy ﬁsh.” As much as I love
garlic, they need to ﬁnd a better way to peel
the dang thing. “You’re giving me this
banana!?” My secret pleasure as a child was
stealing my sister’s Easy Bake Oven.

Write Like a Pro™
Review Guide
Use this guide as you
write your college
essays. After every hour
or two of work, take five
minutes to review
where you are.
Always start with the
foundation. Are you
writing to your
audience? Are you
moving in the direction
of an engaging,
authentic short story
that shows who you
are? Are you being your
best, natural self?
Ask yourself the
questions. Start with
the Thinker questions
and, if you’ve gotten
that far, the Storyteller
and Writer questions.
You’ll see what’s
missing and where you
need to focus.
Use what you
discover to focus your
work. First address
ideas, then structure
and message, and
finally language and
tone.
Check out our new
EssayQuest™ online
program – a virtual
mentor to guide you
step-by-step from your
first idea to your best
college essay.
And, learn more about
college essays, the Write
Like a Pro™ process, and
our personal mentoring
programs at
essaymentors.com

Start with a strong Foundation

Know your audience
Your audience is a friendly college admissions officer who wants to get to
know you (and who’s already read 1200 essays this year). It’s not an English
teacher.
Know your intention
Your broad intention is to write an engaging, authentic short story that shows
who you are. It’s not to prove a point, brag, or try to convince the college to
accept you.
Know yourself
Just be your best, natural self. Tell your stories. Take a free character strength
survey at ment.rs/strengths. And then discover more about who you are as
you write your essays.

Be a Thinker

Thinkers focus on ideas and raw content. Whether you have some scattered
raw content, or you’re almost finished, start by evaluating your ideas. If you
already have an essay, before moving on, ask these same questions.
• Do your story ideas reflect who you are? What do they say about you?

• Do at least five of your strengths from the VIA character survey come through?
• Are your story ideas generic, or are they personal and individual to you?
• Which of these ideas could become engaging stories?

Be a Storyteller

Storytellers focus on message and structure. Before you write, be clear
about you want to say and communicate, and what impression you want to
leave with the reader. Then structure your story to deliver that.
•
•
•
•

Are you communicating a clear message?
What kind of friend, roommate, or student will you be?
Can your audience follow the structure and flow of your story?
Does anything leave a negative impression?

Be a Writer

Writers focus on tone and language. Once you have the story and the
message—take out anything that doesn’t need to be there. Polish, refine, and
bring your essay to life. And, proofread!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does your voice come through? Do you use your natural vocabulary?
Does every sentence serve a purpose?
Is the language tight, displaying your strongest writing skills?
Do you grab attention, keep attention, and end well?
Are the transitions smooth?
Are there typos?
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